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At a tense crisis point in a novel
published a tew years ago, one ot the
leading tigures in a bitter proxy tight
asks a colleague:
'Now, what are we going to do with this
paragraph summing up the tacts of their
fiscal policy? As it stands, it sounds
like something put out by Haskins &
Sells. We're writing for the public
now, we've got to put it into English'.'
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The author of the novel, the widely
known and respected John Brooks,
specializes in writing about business
subjects. He has assured H&S Reports
that he used our Firm's name merely as
a symbol for the profession of public
accounting. He did not mean to single
out our written statements as being less
clear, or more obscure, than those of
other CPA firms. So, in a way, we
should feel honored that Mr. Brooks
chose to mention H&S on page 171 of
The Man Who Broke Things.
And he spelled our name right.
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The point John Brooks was making in
this sideswipe is one with which many
leaders in the public accounting
profession thoroughly agree:
CPAs should be able to communicate
effectively in writing and too often
they do not write clearly and with grace.
editorial in the November 1969 issue
of the Journal ofAccountancy discussed
this matter at length, under the heading:
The CPA and the Second 'FT It quoted
a recent survey of leaders in the
profession revealing that of fifty-three
subjects that the leaders thought the
beginning CPA should know, they
assigned undisputed first place to
written and oral English."The men who
conducted the survey the authors of
Horizons for a Profession, declared that,
To the CPA the ability to express himself is
more than the hallmark of an educated
man, it is a professional necessity'.'
The Journal editorial went on to
point out that in other professions,
medicine and law among them, many
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good practitioners are less than good at
written communication. "In any event,"
the editorial said, "the CPA should
have a special concern in the matter,
for his communications problem is
different from that of other
professionals. He must communicate
information that is essentially
technical to persons who are not
technically trained..."
Unfortunately, there is no quickie
course or how-to book that can turn
every accountant into an excellent writer
in ten days—without diet and without
exercise. Writing is hard work, and
improving one's writing requires
genuine, sustained effort. But there are
generally accepted writing principles,
both do's and don'ts, that can be
helpful to anyone who wants to write
more clearly and effectively. From time
to time articles and features are
published in all sorts of places that
point out the worst faults in bad
writing. Rarely, however, can we find
in print the corresponding do's, or
suggestions for a better way to say
on paper what we want to transmit to
readers. For that reason, we begin
here by accentuating the positive.
First, you, the writer, should start by
thinking through what it is you want to
communicate, and get it clear in your
mind. Decide exactly what your purpose
is. Determine what facts you want to
offer to support or illustrate your main
point, or points. Strip away ruthlessly
any other matter that is not essential,
and may even obscure your primary
thought. Clutter makes for confusion
Second, outline the facts, ideas,
illustrations and conclusions you want
to put into your writing. This outlining
process is most important because it
helps you fix the order in which your
ideas will flow. It is the critical
part of writing, and is the point on
which many poorly written informational
articles and textbooks fail. They are
too often written in a sequence that
makes the writer happy, that satisfies
his own sense of order, rather than in
the way that will convey ideas and
information most clearly to the reader.

In the kind of writing with which CPAs
are concerned, the sequence of written
thought should be determined by the
state of mind of the reader. The clear
writer learns to put himself in the
reader's place as he makes his outline.
Third, with outline in hand, plunge
boldly into writing each part of your
communication. Don't kill time searching
for a dramatic, flawless lead paragraph.
Concentrate instead on getting a first
draft of your ideas down on paper,
simply and clearly. The polishing can
come later. Leave space between your
written lines. If you use a typewriter,
open it up to double or even triple
spacing so you can insert changes as
you revise the draft. Try to go right
through your outline, following the
sequence established earlier. If you
find in writing the first draft that you
want to change the order, and the
change can be easily accomplished,
make it at this stage. But try not to get
hung up on little things, such as the
phrasing of one part of a sentence.
Carry on to the end and get
the first draft down.
Once the draft is down on paper, you
are over the great divide. The fourth
stage—revision of your draft—starts
the downhill part of your effort. You
will find sentences to change around,
better and more effective words and
phrases to insert, extraneous matter
to cut out. But you will have before
you written pages on which to work,
and that is most satisfying to any writer.
It is in this correction stage that you
should pay particular attention to
eliminating the common faults in writing
discussed below. But this process is not
merely negative; it often requires
putting something good in place of
something bad, or adding a thought to
close a gap in the chain of ideas.
This is the point where you revise a
sentence to make it more forceful,
or more precise.
You spotthevague, weak verbs like "do,"
and nouns like "thing," and insert
stronger, more precise words in their
place. You eliminate cluttering details.

You may add a statement, or a quotation,
or some statistics to help make your
point. When you have worked a while on
this revision, you will reach a point
where, in order to understand what you
are reading, you will need a freshly
typed copy incorporating the
penciled-in changes.
Then comes a highly rewarding stage in
writing, the fifth stage, in which you
turn to a clean, neatly typed draft.
It is amazing how much more smoothly
it will flow as you read without the
distractions of following penciled
inserts. Now you will perceive much
more clearly those additional changes
that are needed. Once again you should
go through the draft, marking in more
changes that will help you express with
more clarity and greater force the
ideas with which you started. If your
revisions slow you down in reading,
have another clean copy made, and
continue your revision until you are
satisfied. But-and this is very
important-stop revising when you see
that all you are doing is tinkering.
Sixth, and last, give a clean copy to a
friend or colleague for a critical
reading. This reviewer should be
someone in whose judgment you have
confidence, whom you trust to be frank
in a mature, professional way. When you
have found a good reader, and have
listened to his suggestions, then close
the door and make your own judgment
on whether to accept or reject each point
of criticism. After all, the piece of writing
is yours and, as the sign on President
Truman's desk said: "The buck stops
here." After going through this process
your writing may be much improved,
and in good shape for review
by those in authority.
In the drafting and editing stages of
writing, there are many bad practices
we can avoid if we are aware of them.
Unfortunately, we do not always
recognize bad practices in written or
oral English right away. Yet when we
examine a draft carefully we can usually
see most of the faults. A little
exaggeration for the sake of emphasis
helps us to see them clearly. Most of
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the examples given below are quoted
from responsible writers and publications
engaged in the effort to improve
written expression. We in the public
accounting profession should not think
that the finger points to us alone,
because it certainly does not.
Let us begin with our need to curb the
overuse of technical jargon. In the
Canadian Medical Association Journal a
few years ago discussing Quality in
Scientific Writing, Dr. J.V. Basmajian said:

"Jargon, both in speech and in scientific
writing, is the easy answer for the
novice.. The term jargon should not be
stretched to include the many valuable
technical words which are coined to
describea new object or phenomenon...
Jargon is not the last refuge of the
inept or the careless, it is
the first refuge..."
Thomas H. Barton, an executive and
former management consultant, writing
in Think, the IBM company magazine,
has taken a light-hearted look at
jargon's uses and abuses. He pinpointed
the big push for modern business
management jargon right after World
War II, when the insights and words
of the social sciences were first
applied to business in a big way.
The popular terms of social psychology,
like total situation, adaptive society,
group hypothesis and peer group,
Barton said, took rapid hold:
"We used such words to impress
teachers and classmates without really
understanding what we were talking
about. It was Ralph Hower, a great
teacher, who brought us back to earth.
He and some of his Harvard colleagues
called them 'buzz words'—they made a
pleasant buzzing sound in ourears when
we rolled them on our tongues but
communicated very little to the hearer
about the subject under discussion.
We thought they were tremendously
impressive, but Professor Hower pointed
out that we were impressively
saying nothing...
"Buzzwords, I've found, may overwhelm
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you into believing that you know what
you're talking about when you don't;
but your audience may suspect the truth.
To a business writer such a fate is not
of great concern, since words are the
end of his efforts. For the businessman,
however, action is the end of his
efforts: and if he has said nothing and
does not realize it, he may fail to get
action, or may get action he did not
bargain for." We may interject here
that the public accountant who writes
should be very much concerned that
what he writes is clearly understood. If
buzz words interfere with
comprehension, they must go.
Nearly forty years ago Congressman
Maury Maverick of Texas became so
exasperated at the obscurity of
bureaucratic writing that he coined the
term "gobbledegook" to describe
governmental jargon, in the hope that a
laughable name would help in his war for
clarity. Alas, there is even more jargon,
more gobbledegook, with us now than in
Maury Maverick's time.
Dr. W.D. Snively, Jr., a past president
of the American Medical Writers
Association, wrote in the Southern
Medical Bulletin a few years ago that
gobbledegook means "to use two, three
or ten words in place of one, or to use
a three-, four-, or five-syllable word
when a single-syllable word would
suffice'.' Gobbledegook, he continued,
includes:
1. Circumlocution. To use, for example,
information which is of a confidential
nature in place of confidential
information.
2. To use long words for short:
abstract for concrete: unfamiliar
for familiar: Latin or Greek for
English. For example, desiderata
for needs; initiate for start;
patellar reflex for knee jerk.
3. Use of phrases instead of single
words. For example: leave out of
consideration for omit.
4. To pad. For example: It is incumbent
upon those of us who are present to
bear in mind the following
considerations instead of
we must remember.
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5. To use caution and indirection.
For example: It has been suggested
that you might care to examine the
enclosed documents instead of
please examine.
6. To be vague and woolly. For example:
The position with regard to food
consumption exhibits a maximum of
non-availability,
meaning food is scarce.
Because he was dealing with his own
medical fraternity, Dr. Snively was
understandably restrained in his
criticism. We can be much harder on
the misuse of our language when the
misuser is from a different background.
The hucksters, for instance, the lowergrade writers of advertising copy,
public relations releases and pitch
letters, are easy targets because their
writing faults are so obvious. But too
much of their language rubs off on the
rest of us, often without our knowing it.
Hayes B. Jacobs, a professional writer
and teacher, commented in a NewYork
Times Magazine article that "the
distressed opponents of the '-wise'
suffix (taxwise, housingwise,
caloriewise] have fought a losing
battle for years." He cited the case of
an Associated Press editor who sent a
telegraphic reprimandtoacorrespondent:
WORDWISE, "WEATHERWISE"
UNWISE, but admitted that it probably
did no good. Jacobs cited further the
bulletin of a church in Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, which said: "The two
services will be identical sermonwise'.'
We can take a poke in passing at the
vulgarians who hopelessly mix up bad
grammar with bad word usage and
huckster jargon. H&S Reports not long
ago received a pitch letter from a photo
service that read: "We would appreciate
your thinking of us the next time you
have need for any type of graphic
problem..'.' We felt like writing in
reply that, "We do not expect to need
any type of problem soon" but then
decided to save the postage.
The letter illustrated the ridiculous
overuse of the word "problem" in
modern life-when we can instead use
such words as situation, difficulty, need,
requirement, and others. Time and again
we read that the athlete "has an ankle

problem',' instead of a sprained ankle;
that a creditor "has a money problem','
when he needs more money; that the
town "has a traffic problem',' instead of
heavy traffic. Heaven may not spare us
most of these problems, but a sharp
editing pencil can. And perhaps a kind
Providence can spare us the in-depth
studies, and in-depth reports, and
in-depth discussions, and all the rest of
that deep stuff. A simple old-fashioned
report will do; the intelligent reader
can decide if it is thorough enough, or
deep enough. And if it contains
something new, he can be trusted to
recognize that fact without having
someone trumpet at him that it is a
"breakthrough',' let alone a
"big breakthrough!'
Alan L. Often, whoheadsthe Washington
bureau of the Wall Street Journal,
wrote in that paper a few months ago
that "Americans are frightfully debasing
their language, both in speech and in
writing. Even worse, perhaps, this
desecration becomes a point of pride
for many, people whoapparently confuse
imprecise word usage and bad grammar
with colorful communication...
"Broadcasting bears at least some of the
blame for the recent ravishing of our
mother tongue. Radio and television
commentators, according to exhaustive
research, have been the people most
responsible for popularizing real' as an
adverbial synonym for very'; e.g.,
'Dobrinsky played a real good game at
tight end', or Senator Zilch did some
'real sharp questioning' in the committee
session. How does one teach a child the
proper use of 'real' when the debased
version spreads from broadcasting into
everyday speech, and eventually even
into the language of the classroom
teacher?"
Forpeopleworking in publicaccounting,
the high school grammarclassorcollege
course in English composition seems
far away. The most practical way to
overcome grammatical errors that may
creep into our written work is to
discuss each mistake that is called
to our attention by the colleague who
spots it, and then make certain that
we understand the rule or principle
involved. If need be, we can go to a
good reference book, such as the

University of Chicago Press Manual of
Style. But one step we can take to avoid
making grammatical errors in the first
place is to write shorter
sentences. In a great many cases,
errors in grammar occur in sentences
so long and involved that we lose track
of our thought and word sequence, and
we combine inadvertently a plural
subject with a singular verb twenty
words later. Both forthe sake of avoiding
such errors and for the sake of clarity it
is a good idea to cut extra-long,
involved sentences in two. Usually the
resulting sentences are much clearer.
A long sentence with several nouns and
their modifiers may lead the reader
into so many switches of viewpoint and
concepts that he is left utterly
confusedandneedstoreadthesentence
over again. If rereading is necessary,
the passage is not well written. Anyone
drafting a piece of written work can
find most of these offending sentences
in his own copy without help.
In an address at the H&S principals
meeting lastyear, Lou McKenzie, partner
in charge of the Detroit practice office,
stressed the importance of clear,
grammatical writing. He quoted a
comment by Saul Levy, an expert
accountant who wrote many articles on
legal responsibility, speaking of poorly
written notes in working papers:
"An unfriendly lawyer in court might well
ask, 'How could this accountant possibly
understand this complicated accounting
transaction when he is unable to
write a simple declarative sentence
without a grammatical mistake?'"
And Frank McClelland, partner in charge
of the Houston office, is in the habit
of devoting some time during the Firm's
report review seminars to reading
aloud brief passages from reports, with
suggestions for ways in which the ideas
could have been expressed moreclearly.
In almost every case, he recommends a
simpler form of expression,
in fewer words.
There is a popular story that has
spread from Washington lately about
the young plumber who discovered that
hydrochloric acid was great for opening
clogged pipes. He happily passed his
discovery on to the Bureau of Standards.
The bureau wrote him hastily:
"The efficacy of hydrochloric acid is

indisputable, but the corrosive
residue is incompatible with
metallic permanence'.'
The plumber was delighted. He wrote to
thank the bureau. Then the bureau
wrote back in alarm:" Wecannotassume
the responsibility for the production of
toxic or noxious residue inevitable in
the event of the employment of
hydrochloric acid. Try an alternative."
Again the plumber wrote his pleased
thanks. This time the bureau chiefs
called in an information specialist
who sent a telegram: "Don't use
hydrochloric acid! It eats hell out
of the pipes."
•

A LOVE OF THE LANGUAGE
From a talk by J. Edward Murray,
managing editor of the Arizona Republic
of Phoenix, toa training school for
newspapercopy editors:
Like other newspaper men whocare, we
atthe Arizona Republic depend on our
copydesktohold backthefloodtide
of creeping meatballism in the English
language. Thatflood keeps pouring in
on us, from these, among othersources:
• from cheap TV programs;
• from teen-age rock 'n roll lyrics;
•frommiscastsportsannouncers;
•from bureaucrats, academiciansand
otherspecialistsdevotedtothe
phony erudition of theirown private
brands of gobbledegook;
• from slang makers at every age level;
• from advertising copy writers;
• and from succeeding generations of
high school and college graduates
dedicated to the false proposition
that grammar and good usage are
unimportant if only we make
ourselves understood and all of us can
be slobs together."

The subject matter of this article is
covered in a new H&S course entitled
Editing Your Writing, now being
distributed to practice offices.
The course was prepared by the PE&D
department of the Firm and is designed
for self-study or group discussion.
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